
In my graduation theses I focused on the ways to terminate the employment 
relationship.I enforced chracteristics of each way of the termination and legal 
possibilites for using it.I mentioned the differences between present – day legal 
regulations end previous legal regulations. 
I engaged in specific changes of termination of the employment relationship brought 
by the present Labour Code in the area of legal regulations, as in the part 
concerning applicable legal regulations, so in the part defining individual ways of 
termination of the employment relationship. In the conclusion of this graduation 
theses I would like to focus on the Labour Code especially with the view of what 
improvements or on the contrary impairment has brought in the area of legal 
regulations in termination of the employment relationship on the part of employers 
and employees. 
Next I would like to mention several conceptual changes in the Labour Code, which 
are being prepared by ministry of labour and social affairs. In content of this I would 
like to introduce some of my de lege ferenda considerations. 
The Labour Code of 2006 was accepted embarrassedly since its release. It was 
welcomed by someone, but deprecated by others. The Labour Code was positively 
classificated especially by trade unions, whom the new legal regulation brought 
significant consolidation of supervisory and decision authority. It was accepted with 
displeasure by employers, whom the Labour Code imposes several new obligations. 
In context of termination of the employment relationship it is especially new 
severance pay which is compared to previous Labour Code triple of the average 
monthly earnings and when dismissed according to section 52 d) of the Labour code 
of 2006 it is even twelve times of the average monthly earnings. Before the 
acceptance of technical-legislative amendment which I analyzed more closely in 
the second part of my graduation thesis was not clear, whether when dismissed 
according to section 52 d) of the Labour code of 2006, thus due to employee’s 
healthincapacity to work, the statutory severance pay pertains to employee even if 
the employer refuse his obligation for work injury. 
New legal regulations contributed in many ways to consolidate legal position of 
employees in labourelationlaw relations. Within the scoop of institute in termination of 
the employment relationship it is besides already mentioned higher severance pay 
also prohibition of the termination of the employment relationship in the probation 
period on the part of employee during the duration of first 14 calendar days of 
incapacity to work. However this is disliked by employers, who fears of exploitation of 
this regulation mostly by “malingerers”. 
We can consider obligation to make a written agreement of termination of the 
employment relationship under the sanction of nullity as certain consolidation of legal 
capacity of the employees. 
Negative change for the employees is undoubtedly cancellation of so-called 
employer’s duty offer, which I mentioned in the part discussing notice of dismissal 
given by employer.. 
Planned conceptual changes in labour law 
The Labour Code was amended several times during it’s relatively short validity 
period. It apparently indicates, that the code was not very succesfull and it did not 
fulfill previous intentions, thus assuring of higher liberalization and contractual scope 
in labourelationlaw relations. 
Ministry of labour and social affairs is preparing an amendatory act of the Labour 
Code proposition. The most controversial possible change is probably the termination 
of the employment relationship without a reason. 



According to valid legal regulations the employment relationship may be terminated 
only by certain legal acts. The list of the reasons is however very short and thus an 
employer is very limited in the ways to dismiss employees  
So the cancellation of this limitation would be very welcomed among employers. 
They could simply get rid of uncomfortable employees. 
In practice things are, that employee gives a notice of dismissal using certain legal 
act, however conditions for its application was not fulfilled. For example an employer 
states as a reason for dismissal cancellation of his working position, but in fact the 
position is renamed and a other employee is hired. Employee can defend himself per 
curiam. He could be successful onle if he proves, that course of law for using this 
reason was not fulfilled. In case, that it would be possible to terminate the 
employment relationship without a reason, the employee would have no protection! It 
would come to complete loss of the employee’s warranty, but on the contrary 
absolute willfulness of the employer! The employee would be in persistent fear, 
because a dismissal could come whenever and absolutely unexpected. I do not 
consider even the high severance pay, which would in case of dismissal without a 
reason belong to the employee, as the sufficient balance of everyday uncertainty. In 
addition it would mean, that only employers who can afford paying high severance 
pay could dismiss employees using notice of dismissal without reason. 
I would see more suitable solution rather in generalization of dismissal reasons, 
eventually its extension. Thereby the peace of the employees would be saved and 
the employers would not be limited by few dismissal reasons. 
To possible conceptual changes belongs ratio spacing of dismissal time length or 
height of the severance pay with in relation to length of labourelationlaw relation 
between the employee and the employer. I must identify with it. I consider the 
absence of relation to length of labourelationlaw relation between the employer and 
the employee as an imperfection of the present Labour code. 
Now it is a question what topics will appear in preparation of the amendment to the 
Labour Code and which ones will be authorized. Lets hope that it will be social 
profitable changes, which will bring promising liberalization of labourelationlaw 
relations and better contractual freedom of employment participants. 


